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After visiting where this happened... ...go here.

A small, sleepy town in the 1960s was policed by a well-admired, level-headed sheriff often 
stymied by his deputy's incompetence and by his night-time transformation into a lion-eagle 

hybrid. 

A chemistry teacher got diagnosed with lung cancer and embarked on a career as an illicit 
drug manufacturer. To look tougher, he tried weaving his hair into dreadlocks and pigtails, 

but those looked horrible.

A man had to grudingly act as a private investigator after the CIA informed him, via carrier 
pigeon and talking parrot, that he could no longer work for them.

(end of trip)

There was a bar where everybody knew your name, even the local know-it-all mailman. They 
frequently used it to tell you to take out the trash, empty the dishwasher, clean the counters, 

etc.

Fishermen, after returning from crabbing on treacherous waters in hazard-filled ships, truly 
took their lives in their hands by riding in the least safe taxi in America.

A football coach inspired his players by telling them that if they had clear eyes and full hearts 
then he'd treat them at week's end to all the green citrus they wanted.

A wholesome, red-haired teenager would frequently dream of finding his thrill on Blueberry 
Hill. But his leather-clad, super-cool friend told him he'd never succeed at growing corn that's 

pleased to be eaten.

A fence separated a tailor, who was constantly thinking up ways to use more power to finish 
clothing edges better, from his neighbor, the top of whose head was the only part ever 

visible.

A bar was run by a morally bankrupt gang of underachieving friends who were constantly 
scheming to get a Microsoft XBox but could never manage to get rid of their Playstation.

A group of young Italian Americans were constantly monitored while they summered by the 
ocean, which was so loud it sounded like a lion. They made frequent use of the house's 

amenities, including a hot tub and a phone shaped like a duck.

SNL (see intro)
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A retired woman achieved great success authoring whispering mysteries. Though a civilian, 
her cleverness came in handy when the town was, surprisingly, constantly beset by hum-

related crime that local law enforcement couldn't solve.

In a town where skin conditions were rife, two country music stars frequently fought, 
including over an eczema-ridden guitarist they both wanted. One was considered the queen 

of her genre but her popularity was waning, while the other was a young, rising star.

A cheerful, earnest woman led a government agency responsible for urban planning of 
outdoor areas. Her extremely masculine and libertarian boss, in contrast, wore a heavy cold-

weather coat as his idea of fun.

Four women friends pursued romance and mathematics in disparate, ever-changing ways. 
One, in her newspaper advice column, told her readers about the joys of going about town in 

search of values like {1, 2, 3}, {2, 4, 6, ...}, {17, -22}, and, kinkiest of all, Ø.

A space alien grew up in a tiny town where everyone always had a cheery expression on their 
face. He frequently had to use his extraordinary powers to defeat people changed by the 

green rocks that accompanied his arrival.

A single man lived platonically with two single women in an apartment whose landlord 
disapproved of their arrangement until they convinced him the man was gay. Together, they 

founded a firm producing fans providing gentle air movement.

Vampires gained societal acceptance after a synthetic substitute, based on elm and oak 
extract, was developed to satisfy their unquenchable thirst, allowing them to “come out of 

the coffin”.

An FBI agent investgated the mysterious killing of a homecoming queen in a remote town. He 
had to deal with supernatural forces and many bizarre characters, including identical sisters 

with prominent jowls and a woman who always carried a log with her.

After the onset of a zombie plague, a sheriff awoke in a hospital and had to fight his way to 
his partner and wife. His main antagonist was a father who rode in a wheelchair but who, 

secretly, was ambulatory.

The 19 sounds butchered in today’s episode (out of order):

cheap cone dawn death shucks tooth


